Dayside reconnection can introduce a B y component into the magnetosphere, in the same sense as the IMF B y . • The Dungey cycle transfers field lines with this induced B y component into the magnetotail.
B y data from the neutral sheet, the addition of magnetotail B y from magnetotail flaring 225 effects, as discussed in section 1, has been removed. Through a combination of adopting 226 GSM coordinates and taking data from the neutral sheet, we have eliminated the largest 227 sources of plasma sheet B y other than by IMF penetration. 
Investigation of Lag Times
As an initial step, to correlate the neutral sheet crossing B y measurements with the 230 IMF B y conditions, the IMF B y component was averaged over an hour leading up to each 231 neutral sheet crossing (based on the 1-minute resolution OMNI data). These hour aver-232 ages were then correlated with the measurements in the neutral sheet using the Pearson's 233 correlation coefficient, and the gradient from the least squares trend line is defined as the 234 penetration efficiency [Fairfield , 1979] . The penetration efficiency is calculated as it is a 235 measure of how closely the IMF and neutral sheet are related; if the IMF B y component 236 penetrates into the magnetotail with 100% efficiency and with no other additions of B y 237 in the neutral sheet, the gradient of the best fit trend line will become 1. The correlation 238 coefficient is a measure of how much scatter there is in the data from the best fit trend 239 line. When calculating these values for all of the neutral sheet crossings in our observing 240 region we find the correlation coefficient and penetration efficiency to be 0.63 and 0.56 241 respectively. and penetration efficiency, with no lag applied to the solar wind data, correspond to the 257 values of the time series at the right-hand side of the figure. As the applied lag increases 258 (from right to left in the figure) , the correlation coefficient peaks at a solar wind lag of 259 1 hour and then decreases and plateaus at 3 hours. The penetration efficiency shows a 260 clearer double peak feature with local maxima at about 2 hours and 3 hours 40 minutes.
261
The reason for this double feature is discussed in section 6. For context, we interpret the 262 penetration efficiency as a measure of how closely the IMF controls the magnetotail as 263 the closer the measurements of the IMF and magnetotail are the closer the penetration 264 efficiency gets to 1. We also interpret the correlation coefficient as a measure of scatter on 265 the data. In the following sections, we will show that as criteria based on the interplane- to that observed in the unfiltered data but at slightly lower values. Figure 6 . As in Figure 3 , except with an IMF B z criterion applied. The left plot shows the time series for events where IMF B z was "generally northward". A "generally northward" neutral sheet crossing was defined to be when 60% of the IMF B z data had been greater than 1nT for two hours leading up to the crossing. The right hand plot shows the time series for events which occurred when the IMF was "generally southward". Similarly, a "generally southward" neutral sheet crossing was defined to be when 60% of the IMF B z data had been less than -3nT for two hours leading up to the crossing. The correlation and penetration are elevated for a much longer time when IMF is northward compared to when the IMF is negative. shows the time series for events where the solar wind was "generally fast" (a minimum of 60% of the data over two hours leading up to the neutral sheet crossing had to be >440km s −1 ) and the right plot shows the time series for events when the solar wind was "generally slow" (a minimum of 60% of the data over two hours leading up to the neutral sheet crossing had to be <400km s −1 ). The correlation and penetration are elevated for a much longer time when the solar wind is "generally slow" compared to when it is "generally fast", when a much more prompt response is observed. The top left plot shows shows the correlation when dayside reconnection is unfavourable; a very long period of elevated correlation is observed. The lower right lag plot shows the correlation and penetration efficiency for events where dayside reconnection was highly favourable; a much more prompt correlation can be seen that decays quickly. The remaining two plots show events which satisfy the remaining combinations of each criteria; these show that the peaks in correlation lie between those found for events during times of favourable/unfavourable conditions for dayside reconnection to take place.
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